
The Liebert PST5 is a compact, single phase, off line UPS.
It provides reliable power backup, surge and over/under voltage 
protection for professional workstations and PCs.

The PST series is designed especially for small off ice equipment 
like workstations, PCs, servers, small routers, switches, point of 
sale terminals/kiosks and other electronic equipment.
It provides low cost UPS protection with features
not available in price competitive models.

Product/Solution Capabilities

  Off line UPS for backup and surge/
voltage protection 

  120V UPS with 350, 500, 660, or 850 VA options 

  8 Outlets — 4 with battery/surge protection and 
4 with surge only protection 

  Hot swappable user replaceable battery 

  USB communication and MultiLink shutdown 
software provides remote alerts and
complete unattended orderly shutdown of 
connected systems

 Diff erentiation

  3 year replacement warranty 

  Energy star certified 

  MultiLink remote alerts and complete 
unattended orderly shutdown of 
connected systems 

  Lower price with better features and 
performance than competitor off erings

Target Buyers and Their Problems 
IT/Network managers, administrators and 
individual users in organizations with professional 
workstations and other sensitive electronics: 

  Power outages damage equipment and 
cause loss of unsaved work 
  Power anomalies degrade system reliability 

and longevity 
  Lack visibility to monitor and manage remote

IT power status 
  Expensive to maintain remote IT equipment

and applications 
  Personnel and budget resources are 

stretched thin

Questions to Ask 

  What type of equipment will the UPS support? 
  Does your equipment ever lock up or freeze, 

requiring a reboot? 

  What load, voltage and conditioning 
requirements do you have? 

  Do you need to remotely monitor and manage 
the UPS? 

  What are the power input and
output requirements? 

  What backup runtime is needed in the event
of a power interruption?
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MODEL NUMBER DELL SKU
POWER RATING 

VA/W

VOLTAGE & 
DEFAULT 

FREQUENCY

OUTPUT RECEPTACLES

BATTERY BACKED SURGE ONLY

PST5-350MT120 AA177871 350VA/200W 120V, 60Hz (4) NEMA 5-15R (4) NEMA 5-15R

PST5-500MT120 AA177872 500VA/300W 120V, 60Hz (4) NEMA 5-15R (4) NEMA 5-15R

PST5-660MT120 AA177997 660VA/400W 120V, 60Hz (4) NEMA 5-15R (4) NEMA 5-15R

PST5-850MT120 AA177974 850VA/500W 120V, 60Hz (4) NEMA 5-15R (4) NEMA 5-15R

This Guide is intended for informational purposes only. Products may differ in design, appearance, dimension, performance or other attribute(s). Please refer to product documentation on 
Vertiv’s website and/or contact a Vertiv sales specialist for assistance in determining the appropriate Vertiv model for the intended application. Vertiv assumes no liability for the accuracy 
of the content contained in this Guide.

The Liebert PST5 is a compact, single phase, offline UPS. It provides reliable power backup, surge and over/under 
voltage protection for professional workstations and PCs.
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